External Position Posting
April 3, 2018

Flexo Press Operator
About Jones Packaging Inc.
Internationally recognized for our expertise in printed packaging, contract packaging and medication
dispensing and delivery products, Jones is a partner for customer-first integrated packaging solutions.
From folding cartons, labels, leaflets, intelligent packaging, pouching, blister packaging and vial filling to a
wide range of medication dispensing products for pharmacies, hospitals and long-term care facilities, we
offer many options to simplify the process for our customers while maximizing their brand’s value and
ensuring consumer well-being.
Summary of position
The Flexo Press Operator will be responsible for minimizing downtime and maximizing production
while achieving consistent high quality printing on the Flexo Press while working with and leading
press crews to ensure operation is kept at maximum efficiencies. This position may require
working through a three shift rotating operation or a rotating continental shift.
Duties and Responsibilities


















Direct press crews ensuring coverage for absences
Organize running orders as per the production schedule
Notify Supervisor and Scheduling of any scheduling changes
Plan ahead for upcoming schedule when possible
Ensure correct approved copies for graphic and die configuration are available
Mount plates for each order and ensure proper gearing is installed
Install appropriate magnetic cylinders; mount and test dies
Ensure ink is staged and there is a proper amount to complete order.
Ensure all necessary supplies are available and ready for the next production order and available to the
presses
Ensure anilox, pumps, pans, doctor rollers are cleaned and ready for next order and that doctor blades
are installed when necessary
Assume operation of the press during break and lunch times
Approve and sign off jobs for die cut, print, and colour
Perform and record weekly maintenance duties
Ensure proper training of press crews is maintained
Ensure job history and colour standards are maintained and up-to-date
Ensure all maintenance issues are communicated to Supervisors
Ensure work areas are kept clean and organized

Key qualifications
Experience and Education (diploma, degree, or professional designation):
High School Diploma and Certificate in printing/packaging an asset
Minimum 5 years experience operating a flexo press, full knowledge of printing on multiple
substrates, using four colour process UV and waterbase inks, plate mounting, as well as inline die
cutting is required.




Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (KSAs):



Basic math, good eye/hand coordination, colour perception (must pass colour acuity test), decision
making/problem solving skills, manual dexterity, and good concentration and mechanically inclined.
Team approach to solving problems, ability to work harmoniously with team members, pride in
workmanship, attention to detail, alertness, neatness, accuracy and one who enjoys a challenge and
gaining new knowledge

How to apply
Please forward your cover letter and resume to wearetheones@jonespackaging.com before April 30, 2018.
While we thank all candidates for their interest, only those selected for an interview will be contacted.
As part of our commitment to accessibility for all persons with disabilities, Jones Packaging Inc. will, upon
the request of the applicant, provide accommodation during the recruitment process to ensure equal access
to applicants with disabilities. Please contact Jones Packaging, Human Resources at 519-451-2100 about
your needs, and we will consult with you to ensure suitable accommodation is provided.
For all feedback on equity and accommodation needs, please contact Human Resources.
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